YOUR SMART ROAD ADVISOR

With the new DVR from Prestigio you will never have to worry about being detected by a police radar. The GPS system determines your exact location — and the DVR will warn you about cameras, radar and other control systems on the roads. The classic DVR functions are complemented with the high quality video (Full HD and 30FPS), compact discreet design and a new feature — the capacitor replaces a battery — which makes the device resistant to temperature changes.

- **FULL HD VIDEO QUALITY:** The RoadRunner 400GPS records videos in Full HD resolution at 30fps with pure sound and clear images.
- **SUPER CAPACITOR:** No battery inside. Capacitor is more resistant to heat — it doesn’t pose the risk of overheating and exploding, and also has a longer life time.
- **GPS+POI:** Whilst the GPS identifies your location, this function alerts you to red lights, speed cameras, police check points, dangerous junctions and speed bumps.
- **COMPACT SIZE:** The Compact size makes the RoadRunner 400GPS highly portable and almost invisible in the car.
- **WIDE DYNAMIC RANGE:** WDR produce clearer images and videos in a scene with extremely bright and dark areas or in backlight.
- **NICE-TO-HAVE:** Motion detection to economize the storage and a G-sensor detects and protects the accident file from cyclic rewriting.

### Product Specifications

- **Display Size:** 2.0” | 480x240 px
- **Processor:** MSC8328P
- **Resolution:** Video: 1920x1080 30fps, Photo: 3 MP
- **Image Sensor:** 2 MP CMOS | GC2023
- **Lens:** 4-layer glass lens, Viewing Angle: 140°
- **Format:** Video: AVI(MJPEG Codec), Photo: JPG
- **Memory:** 64 MB, up to 32 GB (SDHC, MicroSD)
- **Other features:** GPS, Motion Detection, G-sensor, Cyclic recording, WDR, LDWS, FCWS, Radar POI, OVP, NTC.
- **Connectivity:** Mini USB
- **Built-in:** Microphone, Speaker
- **Power:** Capacitor 5.5 mAh
- **Operation Temperature:** 0° ~ 45 °C
- **Dimensions:** 63x33x52 mm
- **Weight:** 59 g
- **In the box:** Suction mount, Car Charger (3.6 meter)
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